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I : Therapy
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What we call therapy is directly a matter of life and death. Make a mistake, and you may kill a living being. You should not proceed injudiciously.
Consequently, there are people who say that they stake their lives when providing therapy. But you should always practice the therapeutic art with ease and composure, and you should not be making intense efforts. You should not provide therapy with the idea that you are obliged to make great efforts. There are people who, having provided therapeutic treatment, feel anxious until it proves efficacious and when they see it is effective feel relieved – in people like this, the ability to provide therapy has not been cultivated.
What we call therapy is directly a matter of life and death. Make a mistake, and you may kill a living being. You should not proceed injudiciously.
Consequently, there are people who say that they stake their lives when providing therapy. But you should always practice the therapeutic art with ease and composure, and you should not be making intense efforts. You should not provide therapy with the idea that you are obliged to make great efforts. There are people who, having provided therapeutic treatment, feel anxious until it proves efficacious and when they see it effective relieved – in people like this, the ability to provide therapy has not been cultivated.
A matter of course proceeds as a matter of course, and only those who are able to observe the process with the feeling of its being a matter of course are capable of practicing the therapeutic art. Only when the point is reached that you are able to provide therapeutic treatment always imperturbably, not rejoicing when someone becomes better or panicking when someone becomes worse, can what you do be called therapy.
Some people provide therapy having resolved to commit ritual suicide if they make a mistake, but though such a resolve may be praiseworthy, therapy is something that should be provided only when the stage has been reached where you are able to provide it without making such a resolution. You may kill yourself after making a mistake, but this does not redeem the situation.
The best thing is not to make mistakes. You shouldn't hope for some lucky chance. You shouldn't summon up in yourself a spirit of strenuousness or heroism. You should provide therapy only while looking forward with a quiet heart. You should not take risks. Nobody has a life to spare. The provision of therapeutic treatment is something that requires a thoroughgoing judiciousness.
Judiciousness is fundamental to the provision of therapy, but some people suppose, out of an excessive concern with being on the safe side, that judiciousness consists in caution or in prescribing too mach rest; it does not.
Rest is needed for recuperation. People need to recover from fatigue. It is of course necessary to prescribe rest to someone who is fatigued, but if you make someone who has just got rid of his fatigue, or who isn't fatigued, rest, his body will only grow slack. If the body grows slack, the strength that is the fundamental endowment of human beings is not enhanced, and a point may be reached where the person in question cannot bear what he should be able to bear or pass through what he should able to pass through. Consequently, encouraging someone to rest is not always a judicious thing to do. Getting someone to rest when rest is needed and breaking off the it be broken is be rest when should off this, and only this, to judicious.
Nevertheless, there are people who out of a desire to be judicious mistakenly suppose that resting itself is a prudent thing to do, who keep someone resting for ever and ever, who are frightened to break off the rest, and who prescribe rest for rest' s sake. In a case like this, excess is being urged on the patient in order to mitigate the therapist's own anxiety. As a result, it is the therapist alone who maintains his case of mind.
The sick person who is kept under a regimen of rest grows more and more anxious, his heart is in uproar, his breast a-flutter. A man who, for the sake of his own peace of mind, makes someone who should be up and about stay in bed, makes someone who should be working stay at home, stops someone who should be eating be himself from eating, and cossets someone who should toughening up	such a man needs to engage in some self-reflection. If there is a therapist who proceeds in such ways, the recipient of his attentions needs to see how secure the therapist' s footing is. For what is being done is not judicious, but derives from the therapist's weak-kneed.
If do take the attitude. You as the recipient of such treatment not other' s measure, and you merely rest from first to last, you, too, will be become weak-kneed. The practitioner of the therapeutic art must master judiciousness in his therapy, and this consists only in unerringly getting the other to get up when it is right to get up, to work when it is right to work, to rest when it is right to rest, to eat when it is right to eat, to toughen himself when it is right to do so, to protect himself when it is necessary. If you take precautions for the sake of precautions and protect another too much, you yourself grow anxious, and if you make someone rest too much, your own mind does not rest - there are people who in this way protect others far too much : these people do not understand the therapeutic art at all.
Therapy is a matter of making other people strong. Therapy is a matter of giving others case even when you yourself are distressed. It is not a matter of imposing excessive demands on people in order to give your own mind case. Nevertheless, there are people who suppose that unless they do this they are not being properly cautious. Such people do not recognise those crucial points where caution is needed or the timing of things : they are like someone who lies down and waits for his leg-muscles to grow stouter. Again, knowing only that your legs will grow stouter if you move them about and then making them work too much is not effective, either. Judiciousness is not a matter of acting with circumspection from first to last. Nor, needless to say, is throwing caution to the winds being judicious.
(to be continued)

